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SYNOPSIS 
The stability of laminar flow between concentric cylinders is 
analyzed. Conhinrd Poiseuille and Couette flows are considered. 
It is shown that instabilities exist if the laminar flow is 
synnetric or near-spaetric on part of the annulus. Instabilities 
are reported for aspect ratios as small as q = 0.001. 
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EHCLATURE 
complex wave velocity of perturbation, c = c R S i C . ,  
linear operator defined by equation ( 4 )  
wave nilrrher of azi~uthal operations 
density cf fluid, kg/m3 
dpg ' dinensionless constant axial pressure gradients - / (prz'l;w,,?) 
dz ' 
- constant axial pressure gradient, Fa/m 
dimensionless radial variable, r1/r2' 
outer radius of annulus, m 
inner radius of annulus, m 
Reynolds nu;;Lber pr, lmsx/p 
dimensionless time t'/ (pr2'2/p) 
dimensionless laminar velocity u1/ulmaX 
laminar velocity, n/s 
maximum velocity, E/S 
dimensionless velocity of inner cylinder, V'/U'~~, 
velocity of inner cylinder, iz/s 
dinensionless perturbation of radial velocity conponent, 
vrl/ (p/Przl )
perturbation of radial velocity component, 
m/s 
dimensionless axial distance z1/rz1 
axial distaace, m 
wave-number 
dynamic viscosity of fluid, h's,/m2 
::jnc<. the, t i ,-:c c f  Dct;c~!rric J<c.);no!d:;, t h(, st ,~l'i !i t  of lani nar i 1 OL 
in j j ipcs ,  h'~:: bci:;i t t l c ,  S-at , jec t  of thc'orctic:;?I arid e>:)jcl-imc.r:ti>l 
t ~ i  Ei:pcrimcr.ti:l rc.f,illtr. indicated that thc .  la~inar f!o--. 
became unstal.;le at RC: nusbc.rr, of 2 0 ! ! 0  for rough surfaces, t.n 
1 0 0  0 0 0  for smooth surface:;'. It is clear that the surface 
finish, vhich acts as a source for disturbances of finite 
anplitude, plays a very importa~t role in determining the critical 
LEynolds nur.ber, ReC. 
In this Work -de are particularly interested in thv stability of 
axial larninar flo~: in an annulus to axisymnetric perturbations of 
infinitesimal ac~plitiidc. Thus we are considering the case of 
near-zero roughness, of the walls. Tk.0 concentric cylinders of 
aspecc ratio rit/r2' = r) <. 1, is considered. In the linit -1 1 
the f lu& pattern is sinilar to flow between two parallel plates. 
The other lixit is 7 -, 0 ;  although the transiticn in this limit 
to Hagen-Poiseuille flow is not scooth (one must still assume non- 
slip condition at cylinder surface of infinitesimally small 
radius) the Rec goes to infinity, indicating that the laminar flow 
becones unconditionally stable to axi~ymmetric infinitesimal 
perturbations. Davey and ~ r a z i n ~  reported numerical results for 
~aqen-Poiseullle which are in support of the asymptotic resulrs. 
Graebe13 also did a linear stability analysis of Hagen-Poiseuille 
flou, but he considered azimuthal perturbations and found 
instability for ,davenunbers n 5 2. Furthermore, experimental 
observations by Fox et a14 showed that laminar flow became 
unstable to azinuthel perturbations. All these results are in 
compliance with the fact that there is no cylindrical equivalent 
of Squire's theorerr, uhich states that in the planar case, two- 
dinensional perturbations are most unstable. 
The laminar flow in the annulus originates from a constant axial 
pressure gradient (Poiseuille flow) and hy mcving the centre 
. . 
cy~lr,der at constant velocity V (Couette flow). If the Couette 
and Poiseuille flows are in the same direction, the line of 
na,:inlum velocity gets closer to the centre and for V large enough, 
the maximur;~ is at the walls of the center cylinder. If the 
rylinder is pclled anti-parallel to the Poiscuillc. flow direction, 
1 strong bouc3ary-layer develops adjacent to the center cylinder. 
'rider conditions where the Couette flow dominates, the prof ilf is 
~lrnost inverted. 
!ott and ~ o s e ~ h ~  studied the stability of laniinar flow in annuli, 
naer the action of Poiseuille flow. An interesting result is the 
nportance of the synmetry of the basic laminar profile. If the 
lrofile is symetric around the centre-line of the annulus (rt = 
rl, + rt2)/2), they found that the laminar flow is the least 
table. As the basic profile becomes nore asymmetric, the 
tability increases (Rec -> m). Returning to our problem of the 
ombined Poiseuille-Couette flow, it is possible for certain 
alues of v,  V and Re, that the laminar profile is near-symoetric 
n a part of the annulus, not necessarily for all rte[rt,, rtz]. 
f we now seek infinitesimal perturbations which are non-zero on 
nly this sp-netric part of the flow, satisfying the boundary 
onditions already well-avay from the two solid boundaries, it is 
ossible to find Rec which are much smaller than the values for 
erturbations which are non-zero for r1 6 (r ',, r l ? )  . This approach 
as used with good success by Gatica et a16 to analyze the 
tability of non-linearly stratified fluids to themal 
nstabilities. 
?art from academic interest in this problex, several practical 
ituations exist where this configuration is used. Of specific 
~terest is the coating of yarn or filaments with a protective 
3yer by pulling it through a fluid. If a homogeneous coating is 
quired, it is important to knov the ~~axinum stability 
~nditions. 
Vhen = 0 (pure Poiseuille flow), the flow is almost symmetric 
for -> I and becomes more skew a s  rj -> 0. In the case of 
n = 0,005, the annulus flow is distorted, but the important effect 
is the restoring of symmetry on part of the domain (v, 1). For 
axispmetric perturbations of the fom, vr(r) exp( i (az - Rec at), 
the Orr-Sonmerfeld equation for cylindrical coordinates takes the 
fom: 
where 
A prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. a denotes the 
axial wave number and c is the wave velocity. Instability sets in 
when the complex part of c becomes positive. The associated Re 
value sill be referred to as the critical Reynolds number. 
An inverse shifted version of the Lanczos algorithm is used to 
solve the eigenvalue problem. This algorithm produces rapidly and 
efficiently a cluster of eigenvalues in the vicinity of the one 
with the smallest real part. 
[NEAR m A L Y S I S  
le laminar flow is given by: 
]ere Re is the Reynolds number. 
In Figure 1 the critical values of Re is shown for different 
aspect ratios v .  These values are in very good agreement with the 
results of Mott and Joseph (1968) but for comparison reasons it 
should be remembered tnat they used Re = ~',,,~~(r'~ - r1,)/2p. 
These results also served as a check for our numerical code. 
he trough-like behairioar ci Re vs rj becor:t,.-. i;.o!-c. ~>rc!iourrr~:? 2nd 
he ninicuz value of Re is less than thr , r i : ~ l r - : i n :  . . 'a?~~c. 2c.r the 
revious case. When r) approaches 0 an3 i ,  thc axial r . . o v e ~ , e n t  of 
he inner cylinder plays a stabilizing role and valucs oi Re are 
igher than the case of a stagnant cylinder, i.e. fl = 0. 
o illustrate the concept of perturbations which are mere stable 
n only a part of the annulus-dozain, consider the case of 
= 0,6. The critical value was Re = 47 750 and the associated 
igenfunction was numerically found to be noniero only on r = 
0,6235, l]. This i~plies that the perturbation did not survive 
n the part [0,6; C,6235]. When the donain [0,6; l] was used, the 
tabilizing role of as)mnetric basic velocity profiles gave rise 
0 a critical value of Re = 114 300. The sensitivity of Re 
owards the form of the basic flow is clearly illustrated. Since 
.he eigenfunction satisfies both Neunann and Dirichlet conditions 
t both ends, a jump in a higher derivative can be expected at 
= 0,6235 for the fo,?n: 
lne can conclude that the most critical perturbation for the 
~nnulus r = (r,, 1) is not necessarily associated with this domain, 
)ut Re (r2) can reach a local mininun for (rz, l), rZ > r,. In 
)rinciple, the same argument holds for the upper lirit of the 
lomain, alttcugh numerical experiments never showed a decrease in 
te for a jecrease in this value. Since the Reynolds stress 
listribation and energy transfer from the basic flox usually she+ 
;harp chanq~s at the fixed walls, it is expected that at least one 
;olid boundzry should remain in this domain. 
H e x  
Figure 1: C r i t i c a l  Reyilolds Niinber v s .  Aspec t  R a t i o  ll 
The basic flow profile associated with this case, is shown ir 
Figure 2. Although the inner cylinder is very thin (and often it 
is assumed that He, -> for cylinjers this thin), the flow i: 
almost symclctric on the interval (0,4596; 1) and for this domail 
cl = 0,00000, at Re = 67 134. When considering the  hole domair 
(0,001; l) the code was unable to find instability. 
4 .  ;:n I n !  inite F:cartur-ba?ion analysi:; still ][.ad:; to critical hc 
Figure 2: Basic Flou Profile for fl = 1,5 (n = 0,001) 
5 most important points which became apparent from this study 
? : 
laminar flow in an annulus between stagnant cylinders is 
stabilized when q -> 0. (In this lir;,it the Reynolds numbers 
based on gap width and outer radius become identical.) 
including Couette flow by axially noving the inner cylinder, 
the most critical perturbation can be asymptotically zero on a 
part of the annulus 
- .  .,.., , -~ .;.. (. r:: ~ : i i   ch ia r  c .  consj der-abl y hiahcr thar! c.xperimenta1 value:: 
c: 2 liii' ar!!l t ! l t ,  >:c. y lics i r ;  a f i r ; j t c ;  a~lplittidc analysis. 
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for very small values of q ,  one will expect that the laninar 
flow will become unconditionally stable, but for q = 0,001 
pulling rates of the centre cylinder exist that will lead to 
instabll~ty at He = 67 134 
